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Know your
polyester silicone
What is it that lends a soft sensuality to
your sarees or a caressing crispness to
your suit materials, while also retaining
the essence of the fabric? Yes, you have
used silicones to create magic on fabric.
You have used them to achieve the
desired feel, texture, and functionality,
time and again. Yet, how well do you
know your silicones?
This issue of Resilutions displays the
Midas-touch that silicones have on woven
polyester fabric.
A versatile fibre, polyester offers
numerous attributes that make it a
much-used fibre for fabric. Not only does
it resist wrinkling, water-absorption,
stretching, and shrinking, it is also easy
to maintain. When treated with silicones,
this list of benefits only grows longer.

MICRO
Ultrafab
BS1
Economical;
Soft; Silky
handle

Ultrafab
RSL
Limpy finish;
Optimum
molecular
weight
distribution
for better
penetration

Ultrafab
PDM
Soft; Fluffy
handle;
Excellent
inner and
surface
smoothness

Common features: Non-ionic; Stable to other additives;

MINI EMULSIONS

SPECIALITIES

Innocelle
RJIQ

Innocelle
CHIQ

Ultrafab
HPU

Ultrafab
SHS

Crustouch

Dry handle
with good
body
breakage;
Provides
elastomeric
effect

Concentrate;
Easy-todilute;
Dry and
bulky handle

Hydrophilic
polyurethane;
Dry handle;
Good antistatic
properties

Hydrophilic
Micro
Silicone;
No adverse
effect on
thermomigration;
GOTSapproved

Handle
Modifier;
Excellent
smooth, stiff,
crust finish;
Easy to dilute
with water;
Durable
finish

Low shade variation; Can be applied by Dry on Wet; pH Temperature stable

PET
Quiz

					
4 The moisture regain of 100% PET at 60% RH is		
l 2								
l 0.4							
l 3								
l 1								
		
										 5 The advantage of weight reduction of polyester is		
l Increased lustre with good dye uptake
1 Polyester is mainly spun through one of the processes:
l Reduced lustre with good dye uptake
l Melt spinning						
l Harsh handle with poor dye uptake			
l Dry spinning						
				
l Wet spinning						
6 The raw material used in manufacturing PET is
l Solution spinning						
l Monoethylene Glycol and Dimethyl Terephthalate
				
l Polyethylene Glycol and Dimethyl Teraphthalate		
2 The minimum spinning temperature required for melt
l Polyethylene and Purified Terephthalate 			
spinning of polyester is
				
l 100°C-120°C						
7 PET is 						
l 120°C-140°C						
l Polyethylene Terephthalate				
l 280°C-300°C						
l Polyester Terephthalate
l Polyethyl Teraphthalate 					
l 320°C-400°C						
				
8 Please find the odd one. 					
3 The tendency of polyester to form and retain pills is
comparatively more than natural fibres because it is a
l PET is flammable 					
l PET fabric has good anti-static properties
l Low-tenacity fibre					
l PET is a synthetic fibre 					
l High-tenacity fibre					
l PET fabric is hydrophobic				
l Distinct, fragile fibre					
		
1. Melt spinning 2. 280°C-300°C 3. High-tenacity fibre 4. 0.4 5. Reduced lustre with good dye uptake,
6. Monoethylene Glycol and Dimethyl Terephthalate, 7. Polyethylene Terephthalate 8. PET fabric has good anti-static properties
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